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Hence, by (7) we have f(a) = exp (-a 2/4).
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ON THE MATRIX EQUATION AB=-I
PAUL HILL,

University of Houston

In a course in linear algebra, and elsewhere,it is a great computationalconvenience to know that ifA and B are n-square matricessuch that AB = I, where
I is the identitymatrixof ordern, then necessarilyBA =I and B is the inverse
of A. A standard proof of this result is the identificationof a matrix with its
and the proofthat a linear transformation
correspondinglinear transformation
ofa finitedimensionalvectorspace is onto ifand onlyifit is one-to-one.There is,
however,an elementarydirectproofof an even strongerresult which is almost
an immediate consequence of an interestingtheorem about matrices that is
not so well known,althoughits proofis quite simple.
Suppose that R is a ringand that n is a positive integer.Let R. denote the
ringofall n-square matricesover R. We emphasize that R need not be commutative.
THEOREM.If R satisfiestheascendingchain conditionfor rightideals, thenso
does Rn.
Proof. Denote byfi,j the functionfromR. to R that sends a matrixonto its
(i, j)-component. Observe that if S is a nonemptysubset of R. which is closed
with respect to addition, subtraction,and scalar multiplicationon the right,
thenf,,j(S) is a rightideal of R.
Assume that {Ek } is a sequence of rightideals of Rn such that Ek is properly
contained in Ek+1 foreach positive integerk. For each positive integert not exceeding n2 let Ek,t denote the subset of Ek consistingof those matrices in Ek
that have zero in each of the firstt components-for definiteness,count the
componentsby rows.Now suppose that t is less than n2and that we have already
shown that Ek,t is properlycontained in Ek+l,t forall but a finitenumber of k.
We wish to show that the latter result must also hold fort+1. Since fi,j(Ek,t)
is a rightideal of R and since R satisfiesthe ascendingchain condition,we know
thatfi,J(Ek,t) =fj,j(Ek+1,t) forall but a finitenumberof k. If this equality holds,
however,and ifEk,t is properin Ek+l,t, then Ek,t+l is properin Ek?+l,t+l;forif A
is in EA+1,tbut not in Ek,t, then there exists B in Ek,t having the same (t+l)-
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componentas A and B-A is in Ek+l t+ibut not in Ek,t+l. We are led to the conclusion that the set consistingof only the zero matrixin Rn is a propersubset of
itself.Thus our assumptionmust be denied, and R, satisfiesthe ascendingchain
condition for rightideals.
The next theoremis a weak version of Theorem 4 in [1].
THEOREM. If R is a ringwithunit whichsatisfiestheascendingchain condition
forrightideals, thentheequationab = 1 in R impliesthatba = 1.

Proof. Define a mapping wrfromR into itselfby: x->ax. Since 7r(bx)=x for
each x in R, w is onto. Let Kn= {x R Irn(X) =01 denote the kernel of 7-nfor
each positive integern. Since Kn is a rightideal of R, there must be a positive
integern such that Kn = Kn+l? For any such n, we see that 7r(7rn(X))= 0 implies
preservesaddition, 7rmust be one-tothat 7rn(X)= 0. Since rn is onto and since wr
one. Since wr(1)= 7r(ba), ba = 1 and the theoremis proved.
COROLLARY. If R is afield ordivisionringand if A and B are n-squarematrices
over R such that AB= I, then BA = I.

Proof. R has only the two trivial rightideals.
Both of the above theoremscan be proved, in much the same way, forthe
descendingchain conditionand also forleftideals, so we actually have
THEOREM. If R is a ring withunit whichsatisfiestheascending (descending)
chain conditionfor right(left)ideals and if A and B are n-squarematricesoverR
such thatAB=I, thenBA =1.
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The convolutionof two functionsf and g writtenf * g is a functiondefined
on [0, oo) byf * g(t) =fof(u)g(t-u)du. An importantpropertyof convolutions,
which was firstproved (in [1]) by E. Titchmarsh,is: Iff and g are continuous
or g=O.
on [0, oc) and iff * g=O, thenf
Jan Mikusinski makes use of this propertyof convolutionproducts to construct convolution quotients, the theoryof which provides a rigorousbasis for
Heaviside's operational calculus. He presentsa differentproofof Titchmarsh's
theoremin [2].
An elementaryproof can be given for the followingspecial case of Titchmarsh's theorem:
THEOREM.If f and g are analyticfunctionson an intervalI whichincludesthe
originand iff * g=0 on I, theneitherf = O or g=0 on I.

